Unlock The Value of the CX Community
Driving real value by building awareness for your brand’s industry
expertise among a highly targeted audience of key Customer
Management decision makers.

SPONSORSHIP KIT | 2020

JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE
In 2020 we celebrate our first 10 years bringing CX leaders
together in the spirit of delivering amazing customer
experiences. Over the years we have welcomed many new CX leaders to

10 y

our growing community, and it has been a pleasure to share in their
continued professional growth as the CX industry itself has developed over
time. We are thankful and grateful to everyone who has been a part of the
community these past 10 years and look forward to the next decade and
beyond. Celebrate with us in 2020 as we roll out exciting new ways to get
involved – check out our online Community (KIA), CX Marketplace, all-new
website (coming VERY soon), fresh original content, inaugural issue of CX
Insight Magazine (January 2020), Customer Response Summits, and more.

OUR COMMUNITY

AUDIENCE
PROFILE
SENORITY
VP & Above
Senior/Director
Senior/Manager
Other

13%
16%
29%

20k+ Database Contacts
42%

40k+ Social Media Connections

Energize Your Marketing Efforts
To drive real value by building awareness for your brand’s industry expertise among a highly targeted audience of key
Customer Management decision makers.

DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT

CONTENT PROMOTION

LIVE ENGAGEMENT

Co-Branded Webinars

CX Marketplace

Subject Matter Briefings

Podcasts

Magazine Article Contributions

Private Dinners

CX Marketplace

Thought Leadership Promotion

Customer Response Summits

Content Creation

Digital Engagement
PROMOTE YOUR EXPERTISE
When you have a strong message to be heard, Digital Engagement provides that immediate and
lasting promotional punch. You can tap into an executive level audience that chooses to be part of
the conversation and looks to be inspired by the solution knowledge you have and be intrigued by
subject matter experiences you’ve gained. While the development and production of high-quality
digital assets can be a challenge due to limited marketing bandwidth and tools, Execs In The Know
can be your marketing support and service extension to stay ahead of the curve. Digital engagement
assets provide immediate and ongoing promotional value as well as ongoing assets you can use for
ongoing promotional purposes.
Sponsorship Opportunities:
Co-Branded Webinars | Podcasts | CX Marketplace

Co-Branded Webinars
(Limited to Eight Webinars in 2020, no more than one per month)

Co-Branded Webinars are a great way to create a content-rich experience that fully engages the
Execs In The Know community. Unlike other formats, Execs In The Know Co-Branded Webinars
create an environment for high interactivity, encouraging free sharing of ideas and concepts
through an exchange of digital content. Execs In The Know can not only assist in the facilitation and
moderation of a webinar specially designed to feature your brand, we’ll also share our research,
knowledge, and understanding of the customer experience community to help you choose a
relevant topic that will resonate and deliver your message in a compelling way. We’ll also assist in
building an audience and generating interest throughout the Execs In The Know community
around the topic of discussion. Deliverables include full contact information as well as the
completed webinar recording – an asset you can use on-going.

Digital Engagement| Co-Branded Webinars | Podcasts | CX Marketplace

Podcasts
Podcasts provide an additional way to share your thought leadership and best practices with our CX
brand community. These online interviews can be used to highlight your brand’s thought
leadership, new technology releases, innovations in products and services, case studies, support
white papers, and more.

A Podcast puts your brand on the other side of the microphone, being interviewed directly by host,
Chad McDaniel. Each interview produces approximately 30 minutes of content and can highlight
your brand’s thought leadership and differentiation, helping building awareness and credibility
within our CX community. Episodes appear on popular podcast players and the Execs In The Know’s
website. Podcasts are promoted in emails, at events, in the Insight Magazine, and on social media.
This sponsorship includes rights to the deliverable podcast. Sponsors can then further promote
their interviews on LinkedIn, their website, via press releases, and other marketing channels.

Digital Engagement| Co-Branded Webinars | Podcasts | CX Marketplace

CX Marketplace
Unlike a typical vendor directory, our CX Marketplace features… robust, dynamic content. “Who We
Are and What We Do” is frequently comprehensive but rarely compelling. Flesh out your brand
story with video, social media embeds, downloadable materials, blog content, and more. Each
listing is what you make of it; vendors are encouraged to supplement their social media feeds with
fresh content in a cadence that is comfortable to them. Peer-to-peer knowledge sharing. By housing
the CX Marketplace within our exclusive online community, we enable members to privately share
their insights based on personal experience. Members crowdsourcing insights from their peers
builds valuable credibility in a highly competitive market where word of mouth can be a major
differentiator.

Digital Engagement| Co-Branded Webinars | Podcasts | CX Marketplace

Content Promotion
PROMOTE YOUR EXPERTISE
The development and production of high-quality content is a challenge for many organizations, especially
when their main focus is new and better products to serve the needs of their clients. Luckily, Execs In The
Know provides a variety of rich Content Promotion opportunities — many of which provide both
promotional value as well as reusable content that can be distributed through your organization’s own
promotional channels.

Sponsorship Opportunities:

CX Marketplace | Magazine Article Contributions
Thought Leadership Promotion | Content Creation

CX Marketplace
Unlike a typical vendor directory, our CX Marketplace features… robust, dynamic content. “Who We
Are and What We Do” is frequently comprehensive but rarely compelling. Flesh out your brand
story with video, social media embeds, downloadable materials, blog content, and more. Each
listing is what you make of it; vendors are encouraged to supplement their social media feeds with
fresh content in a cadence that is comfortable to them. Peer-to-peer knowledge sharing. By housing
the CX Marketplace within our exclusive online community, we enable members to privately share
their insights based on personal experience. Members crowdsourcing insights from their peers
builds valuable credibility in a highly competitive market where word of mouth can be a major
differentiator.

Content Promotion| CX Marketplace | Magazine Article Contributions | Thought Leadership Promotion | Content Creation

Magazine Article
Contribution
Be seen and be heard. Have an original content piece in the form of an article that you want to get
in front of CX leaders? Put your best content piece forward in 2020 with a branded Magazine Article
Contribution in our inaugural Insights quarterly publication containing articles that will inspire
innovation and be referenceable information leaders can use. The magazine will be available to
read online with an option to download for easy portability. The magazine will incorporate up to
three sponsored articles per issue woven in with exclusive Execs In The Know content. 2020 is a
special year for Execs In The Know as we celebrate our 10-year anniversary and this INSIGHT
magazine will be a flagship publication that will get ample visibility through email, social media,
and at events.

Content Promotion| CX Marketplace | Magazine Article Contributions | Thought Leadership Promotion | Content Creation

Thought Leadership
Promotion
Already have effective content, but searching for new people to present it to? Want to affordably
get your message in front of tens of thousands of customer experience professionals? An Execs In
The Know Thought Leadership Promotion Email can be a highly effective way to demonstrate your
knowledge and subject matter expertise through educational-based content. Regardless of
whether you want to promote an event, product, or specific piece of content, we can carry your
message to our highly targeted network list to help your message be heard. The Execs In The Know
digital rolodex is 20,000+ contacts strong, and each of these individuals is a high caliber CX
leaders. We offer the functionality of creating, sending, and tracking media rich HTML or textbased email campaigns that enjoy high open and click rates. Reach new markets and contacts with
your content. These email promotions provide an excellent option for companies seeking to get
their message, knowledge, and expertise in front of decision-making customer experience
professionals.

Content Promotion| CX Marketplace | Magazine Article Contributions | Thought Leadership Promotion | Content Creation

Content Creation
You understand your brand and your offering, and we understand what is relevant and of interest
to customer management professionals. Together, we can work to develop powerful written
content that speaks to the needs of the CX community, by highlighting the thought leadership and
value proposition of your organization in an educational and credibility-building way. Whether
you’re looking for a turnkey content solution or would just like some insightful feedback, we can
help craft a message that resonates and influences. Our content creation services offer both copy
and design options, and extend to industry blogs, articles, newsletters, white papers, marketing
materials, survey writing, and beyond. We also have optional extensive publishing and production
capabilities to help ensure that the quality of your delivery matches the quality of your message.

Content Promotion| CX Marketplace | Magazine Article Contributions | Thought Leadership Promotion | Content Creation

Live Engagement
LEAVE A LASTING IMPRESSION
Execs In The Know serves the needs of an amazing community of passionate and engaged Customer
Experience Professionals. Participate and you’ll interact with Customer Experience leadership teams
from some of the world’s most well-regarded brands. Furthermore, Execs In The Know plays a very
active role in managing introductions and identifying specific corporate needs that are an ideal
match for your organization’s offerings, so you won’t just be in the room — you’ll be in the
conversation.

Sponsorship Opportunities:

Subject Matter Briefings | Private Dinners | Customer Response Summits

Subject Matter Briefings
Focused Subject Matter Briefings offer an unparalleled opportunity to meet with CX decision
makers, position your brand as expert-thought leaders, share best practices and unfiltered
information with brands who are seeking it, and network with senior industry professionals. Our
2020 Briefing Series will focus on solving our corporate brand partners’ most pressing customer
experience problems.

The 2020 Briefing Series will focus on analytics to drive value, outsourcing as a strategic game
changer, and leveraging technology with purpose. Corporate brands with pressing challenges will
discuss them openly with an expert panel of CX thought leaders who can help guide them through
the complex challenges. Briefing sponsorship includes three hours of direct engagement with the
audience. Briefings place your brand on stage in a panel format, positioning you and your
company as subject matter experts to an audience that has specific and direct interest in the subject
matter.

2020 CALENDAR

April 16th – Data & Analytics | June 10th – Outsourcing | November 10th – CX Technology

Live Engagement|

Subject Matter Briefings | Private Dinners | Customer Response Summits

Sponsored Private Dinners
Is your organization interested in exploring opportunities with a specific audience? Is there a city
you would like to focus your sales and marketing efforts on? Or perhaps a vertical market such as
finance, insurance, hi-tech, or retail? Sponsored Private Dinners can help you engage prospects and
build connections in a more relaxed atmosphere, where traditional vendor/prospect walls come
down and relationships can be more easily formed. Execs In The Know can help plan introductions
through targeted invitations for a private dinner. Choose a city in the US or Canada and Execs In The
Know will work to fill your dinner event with 10-15 decision makers. A private dinner is a great way
to make a soft introduction and get a handle on needs and fit, in a pressure-free environment.
Experience has shown this type of venue to be a productive method for building long-lasting and
mutually beneficial business relationships.

Live Engagement|

Subject Matter Briefings | Private Dinners | Customer Response Summits

Customer Response Summits
After 10 years of Customer Response Summits, they continue to be our two signature spring and fall
events of the year. In 2020 we will be going coast to coast, celebrating our leaders, partners, and 10
years of inspiring CX excellence. The Customer Response Summit Series continues to showcase firsthand, how global brands are challenging the “status quo” of traditional and emerging customer care
channels. Ten years ago, we talked about how social media was changing the CX landscape, and in
2020 we will continue to tap into the strength of our community where leading brands will share their
insights into progress topics that are critical to future CX success.
Customer Response Summit is more than a conference – it is an intimate and laser focused forum,
providing outstanding opportunities, to directly engage with some of the brightest minds in customer
leadership - “Leaders Learning From Leaders.” The strength of this forum lies within the innovative
design of informative sessions, interactive sessions, relevant industry tours, specialized networking
opportunities, and dynamic social engagement activities.

Sponsorship Opportunities:
Main Stage | Breakout Sessions
Networking | Branding
Live Engagement|

Subject Matter Briefings | Private Dinners | Customer Response Summits

Customer Response
Summits
SPRING 2020 – MARCH 2-4

FALL 2020 – INFORMATION COMING SOON

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Main Stage
PANEL MODERATION

Panel moderation is more than facilitating over a group of selected brands, on a specific topic, on stage – it is the center piece for sharing best
practices and is intrinsically woven into the fabric and mandate of the Forum. Business partners hosting a panel are seen as leaders in the field.
Bring your unique insight and ability to engage your audience to center stage.

CLIENT CASE STUDY

The Client Case Study presentation requires you to bring with you a key client, that you select from your organization’s portfolio. This is an incredible
opportunity to capture the imagination and attention of the audience and to tell your success story. Business partners who have participated found
substantial value with this valuable opportunity. Attendees look for proof of concept, access to your research, and critical findings. You receive 45
minutes of valuable air-time and the opportunity to engage the audience, as a leader in the industry. Leave them wanting to hear and learn more
about your company’s vision.

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Intended Outcomes:

Main Stage

• Success for this session will lie in the activity and its ability to
resonate with the majority of audience members and its ability to
generate insightful discussion
• Attendees highly rate this session as it enables them to learn not
only from the stage discussion, but also from each other
• The sponsor has the opportunity to learn specifics from the entire
audience, as well as gain content for post-event marketing and
brand awareness

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT LIVE

The goal of this session is to establish the business partner as a thought leader through an activity that will resonate with the community and
engage and inspire idea and problem solving amongst the attendees. The session will do a limited readback at the end of the session. The
remaining feedback will be documented and distributed at the conference the next day and will also be digitally shared on our channels, including
our Know It All community.
How It Works:

• Interactive session that opens with the sponsor and three brands setting the stage for 20 minutes discussing the topic/problem/insight/debate that will underline
the activity or engagement that follows
• The three brands (from registered brand attendees) will either be selected by EITK and/or one of your clients can be part of this
• We will have the audience break into smaller groups and each will be assigned a moderator (panel member, BP resources, EITK board, and EITK team as required)
• Each table (smaller group) will assign a group member to document findings during the discussions
• Groups will be given 30 minutes for discussion and a 15-minute highlight readback will follow
• All findings will be collected and transformed into an insights document by the EITK team
• The insights document will be distributed post-event via email, social networks, and the KIA Online Community

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Breakout Sessions
CUSTOMER SHOP TALKS

Shop Talks are designed to be laser focused discussions on a narrow area of CX. These small, engaging discussions are great opportunities for you
to engage with attendees that have great interest in your topic of discussion. There are four simultaneous Shop Talks, with the attendees able to
attend two of the four. Each session is 40 minutes in length with 10 minutes in between. Sponsors are given a private room close to the General
Session for the engagement and can brand with various signage and collateral.
How It Works:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate your session in a private assigned breakout room
Leaders learn from leaders - Shop Talk is perfectly designed for collaborative, informative, and interactive training sessions
Be positioned as thought leaders of subject matter presented
Sessions are conducted in sequence on the day of your engagement as attendees rotate from session to session
Brand your session with (1-2) pop up banners and literature for attendees – Booths are not allowed
Facilitate your session with necessary supporting AV Equipment – Separate Pricing Provided from Hotel

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Breakout Sessions
MOMENTS OF BRILLIANCE

It’s been proven that our Moments of Brilliance sessions are a top-rated engagement
opportunity that attendees want more of. This is your opportunity for your client to
provide a direct endorsement of your product and service. Moments of Brilliance are
20-minute sessions that attendees will self-select and rotate every 20 minutes. We will
have a total of four simultaneous sessions taking place. Attendees will select (2) of the
(3) opportunities available to attend and rotate based on self-selection and interest.
We will allow for 10 minutes between each session for rotation to take place. Your
client will pitch the Moment of Brilliance (2) times, with each session 20 minutes in
length.

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Networking
PRE-CONFERENCE DINNER

At each EITK Conference, a private dinner is organized specifically for selected key decision makers that are in attendance. EITK secures attendance
and, in conjunction with EITK, the Pre-Conference Private Dinner Sponsor covers the costs of the dinner venue. Be the organization to host this high
level, networking opportunity. Previous attendees of this exclusive event have thoroughly enjoyed participating.

EXECUTIVE LUNCHEON

This luncheon is a small gathering of the 20 most senior leaders at the conference. It is an invite only event for these senior leaders to connect early
in the conference. This Executive Luncheon will be in a private VIP setting. Following lunch will be an hour-long engagement by the sponsor to drive
conversation and thought leadership on the state of CX today. Private and exclusive.

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Networking
INNOVATIONS LAB SPECTACULAR

After a full day of discussions, our attendees are ready to see concepts live in action. The purpose of the Innovations Lab is to allow attendees to see
live applications, and how they can be applied to improve CX in different channels and processes. We have included a set timeframe on the
conference agenda, combined with our cocktail hour to allow for a comfortable, relaxed setting for engaged conversations and learnings. Sponsors
of the Innovations Lab will be given a 10x10 space to host product demos on demand for our guests.

WELCOME RECEPTION

Help us kick off the Forum in style. The Welcome Reception is held Monday evening (September 16th), in a fun and festive environment. The
Welcome Reception Sponsor receives exclusivity and will start the Forum in a stand-out and be noticed fashion. As the Sponsor of this event you
will be able to send a special invitation to all the attendees – encouraging participation and generating excitement for the Reception. Games/Prizes
are the responsibility of the Sponsor.

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Networking
INDUSTRY TOUR

Work with us to identify and plan an exclusive, behind-the-scenes site tour of a local
brand facility. Attendees love to top off the Customer Response Summit experience with
an industry tour for a sneak peek at the customer experience at some of today’s leading
brands.

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Branding Opportunities

Branding opportunities can only be added to an existing sponsorship and are not for individual sale.
BRANDED COFFEE BAR

Taking place at the first break on day one of the conference. Get creative with this special coffee bar with brand signage and an opportunity to offer
guests a unique coffee experience.

BRANDED DESSERT STATION

Taking place on day one of the conference. Get creative with this special dessert station with brand signage and an opportunity to offer guests a
sweet treat to brighten their day.

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Branding Opportunities

Branding opportunities can only be added to an existing sponsorship and are not for individual sale.
BRANDED CHARGING STATION

Get your brand noticed! This opportunity includes a soft seating area with a branded charging station for the attendees. Brand the area with your
signage and literature. Be a hero and save attendees whose battery is getting low!

CONFERENCE Wi-Fi

The Wi-Fi logo is always of interest to all attendees! This sponsorship will include your name as the Wi-Fi sponsor for the conference, with many
shout outs to providing great Wi-Fi while on site!

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

Branding Opportunities

Branding opportunities can only be added to an existing sponsorship and are not for individual sale.
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
•

Conference pens/notepads

•

On-stage giveaway

•

Advertisements in the Conference Agenda

•

Room Drop (1 opportunity available

•

Hotel Key (1 opportunity available)

Live Engagement| Customer Response Summits

| Main Stage | Breakout Sessions | Networking | Branding

If you are interested in learning more
about these opportunities,
contact Chad McDaniel at:
chad@execsintheknow.com
623.234.2843

